One of the most exciting discoveries in biological adhesion is the recent and counter-intuitive observation that the lifetimes of some biological adhesive bonds, called catch bonds, are enhanced by tensile mechanical force. At least two types of adhesive proteins have been shown to form catch bonds-blood proteins called selectins and a bacterial protein called FimH. Both mediate shear-enhanced adhesion, in which cells bind more strongly at high shear than at low shear. Single-molecule experiments and cell-free assays have now clearly demonstrated that catch bonds exist and mediate shear-enhanced adhesion. However, the mechanics of cellular organelles also contribute to shear-enhanced adhesion by modulating the force applied to catch bonds. This review examines how individual catch bond behavior contributes to shear-enhanced cellular adhesion for the two best-understood examples. The lessons from these systems offer design principles for understanding other types of shear-enhanced adhesion and for engineering nanostructured forcedependent adhesives out of catch bonds.
INTRODUCTION
Biological adhesion is at the intersection of material science, biology, and nanotechnology. Many of the traditional principles in the science of adhesion break down for biological adhesion. One reason is that biological adhesion often involves a small number of discrete receptor-ligand bonds so that adherent surfaces may occasionally separate even in the presence of an attractive interaction force. A second reason is that the strength of receptor-ligand bonds is often regulated so that their properties may change during the course of an experiment. When a receptor-ligand bond is regulated by tensile mechanical force to become longer lived at higher forces, it is called a catch bond (1, 2) .
Catch bonds enable complex behavior at the cellular level. For example, some kinds of white blood cells show a shear threshold phenomenon when they adhere via catch bond-forming proteins called selectins. At certain shear rates, they roll along the surface as receptor-ligand bonds form and break quickly, but they detach and freely move with the fluid below a shear threshold (3, 4) . Escherichia coli bacteria binding via a catch bond-forming protein called FimH display a stickand-roll adhesion, where cells switch from rolling adhesion at low shear to stationary adhesion at high shear (5, 6) . Bioengineers may want to understand catch bond-mediated phenomena to treat diseases in which catch bonds play a role or to build devices with unusual adhesive properties inspired by these natural phenomena.
The focus of this review is to understand how catch bonds mediate shear-enhanced adhesion of cells or artificial surfaces. This requires us to understand how nanoscale catch bonds respond to force, and how the force on catch bonds is regulated by the microscale mechanical properties of the structures to which they are attached. Other reviews have addressed the biophysical structural basis of force enhancement of bond lifetime (7) (8) (9) (10) . in diameter with many small protrusions called microvilli (Figure 1a) . Each microvillus has clusters of adhesive molecules at the tip that are anchored to the actin cytoskeleton (Figure 1b) . Among these adhesive molecules is P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1), a mucin-like glycoprotein that contains a sugar group called sulfated sialyl-Lewis x that binds to all selectins (Figure 1c) . PSGL-1 mediates adhesion of leukocytes to P-and E-selectin on activated or inflamed endothelial cells and to P-selectin on activated platelets. The leukocyte microvilli also contain l-selectin (Figure 1c) , which allows them to bind to various glycoproteins in peripheral lymph nodes and to other leukocytes through PSGL-1.
To model these interactions, leukocytes are studied interacting with surfaces on which PSGL-1 or any of the selectins have been immobilized. Adhesion via selectins demonstrates a shearthreshold phenomenon, whereby cells only accumulate on the surface above a threshold shear of ∼0.3 dynes cm −2 (Figure 2a) . Below this shear, the cells move uniformly at the hydrodynamic velocity, which is the rate they would move if they were near to, but not adherent to, a surface (Figure 2b) . (This is estimated by the shear rate times the cell radius.) Above the shear threshold, they translocate along the surface alternating rapidly between pauses and movements (Figure 2b) . It is presumed that the leukocytes are rolling on the surface; that is, that they pause when some cell-surface bonds are fully stretched and move when these bonds break, whereupon they rotate forward until other bonds restrict their movement. As shear stress is increased above 3-5 dynes cm −2 , leukocytes cannot initiate attachment. However, if they are already bound, leukocytes continue to roll on the surface with little increase in velocity over a large increase in shear stress (Figure 2c) .
When leukocytes circulating in the bloodstream adhere to damaged endothelium, the rapid kinetics of selectin-mediated adhesion are necessary to initiate contact between cells in rapid flow and cells on vessel walls. The resulting rolling adhesion reduces cell velocity enough to allow Man-BSA: mannosylated bovine serum albuman, a model monomannose receptor for FimH receptors with slower kinetics, such as integrins, to bind to ligands such as ICAM-1, which allows the cells to stop altogether and then to emigrate across the endothelial barrier into the interstitial space. Below the shear threshold, the velocity of free-flowing cells is already low enough so rolling adhesion is not needed.
FimH-Mediated Bacterial Adhesion
E. coli bacteria also exhibit shear-enhanced adhesion when binding through an adhesive protein called FimH. E. coli are approximately one-half micron in diameter and approximately one micron long, and are covered with long thin appendages called fimbriae (Figure 3a) . Each fimbriae is 7 nm wide and up to several microns long and is composed of FimA subunits that are anchored into a chain because each donates a β-strand to the next. The chain is further coiled into a helix (Figure 3b) . At the tip of each fimbriae is a single FimH adhesive protein that has two domains (Figure 3c ). One is a pilin domain that anchors it to the fimbriae. The other is a lectin domain that recognizes terminal mannose residues that are present in many mammalian carbohydrate modifications, allowing the bacteria to bind to a wide range of host cells. E. coli bacteria are studied binding in flow to model surfaces containing natural or artificial mannosylated glycoproteins. FimH binds weakly to monomannose structures such as mannosylated-bovine serum albumin (Man-BSA) that have single mannose residues in each carbohydrate modification, and strongly to oligomannose structures in which the terminal mannose is linked directly to another mannose via certain favored linkages. Like adhesion via selectins, adhesion via FimH to monomannose demonstrates a shear-threshold, but at a slightly higher shear (1 dynes cm −2 ; Figure 4a ) (5) . Like leukocytes, bacteria translocate with alternating pauses and movements above this threshold shear, but detach and move at the hydrodynamic velocity if shear is reduced (Figure 4b) (11) . In contrast, when bacteria bind via FimH to oligomannose structures, they accumulate in large numbers at low as well as high shear stress and show no shear threshold (6) .
FimH-mediated adhesion demonstrates an added level of complexity not observed for selectinmediated adhesion. When E. coli bind to Man-BSA, some of the pauses are very short, with a mean lifetime in the hundreds of milliseconds, whereas some are very long, with a lifetime in the hundreds of seconds (5, 12) . That is, the bacteria switch between a rolling and a stationary adhesion, leading to the term stick-and-roll adhesion (5) . Even when bacteria bind strongly to trimannose structures, they exhibit this stick-and-roll adhesion, but both short and long pauses are at least 100-fold longer (6) . Unlike leukocytes that only become stationary when integrin ligands are present, bacteria do not require a second ligand and can revert from stationary back Slip bond: a bond that becomes weaker or shorter lived when subjected to tensile mechanical force Characteristic force: the force at which a rate constant increases e-fold to rolling. Moreover, for FimH-mediated adhesion, the stationary mode of adhesion is shearenhanced. When shear stress increases above 20 dynes cm −2 , all the bacteria stop rolling and become stationary (Figure 4c ), although they do not initiate attachment rapidly at this high shear. Much higher levels of shear stress (100 dynes cm −2 ) cause the bacteria to roll slowly, but not to detach (5) .
Several potential advantages of shear-enhanced stick-and-roll bacterial adhesion have been demonstrated. Bacteria benefit from weak rolling adhesion because it allows them to rapidly colonize new surfaces (13) , whereas the shear-enhanced switch to firm sticking may prevent detachment when shear increases. Bacteria that exhibit shear-enhanced adhesion also show reduced susceptibility to competitive inhibitors that would otherwise cause them to detach (14, 15) . Finally, it is possible that shear-enhanced adhesion allows the bacteria to preferentially bind to high-shear microenvironments, which may provide more nutrients.
Summary of Adhesive Behaviors
Both leukocytes binding via selectins and E. coli binding via FimH-monomannose show a shear threshold for binding in which they detach below a critical level of shear at approximately 0.3 and 1 dynes cm −2 , respectively. Bacteria binding via FimH to either mono-or oligomannose also show a switch to stationary adhesion at approximately 20 dynes cm −2 . In addition, leukocytes and E. coli show little detachment or even increase in velocity up to 30 and 100 dynes cm −2 , respectively. Together, this indicates up to three behaviors that can be involved in the ability of cells to withstand high shear stress better than low: (a) detachment below and rolling above a shear threshold, (b) a switch to stationary adhesion above a critical shear, and (c) stable rolling with a resistance to detachment at very high shears. This review addresses how catch bonds contribute to these adhesive behaviors for the selectin and FimH systems by considering how catch bonds respond to force (catch bond mechanics) and how force is applied to the bonds (cellular mechanics).
HOW SINGLE BONDS RESPOND TO FORCE

Slip Bonds
Before considering catch bond behavior, it is necessary to understand why force shortens the lifetime of slip bonds. Individual biological receptor-ligand bonds break and form stochastically as their structures diffuse over energy barriers. The rate constant for this process, k 0 , decreases exponentially with the height of the energy barrier, E [k 0 ∝ exp (− E/k B T ), where k B T is thermal energy] (16). Unlike macroscale adhesive interactions, individual receptor-ligand bonds will dissociate sooner or later even without mechanical force. However, force increases the rate of dissociation. A quantitative explanation for the effect of force has been developed by several theorists (17) (18) (19) and experimentally validated (1). Force ( f ) exponentially increases the rate at which bonds break:
where f C is the characteristic force for unbinding. This force can be related to an interaction distance ( x = k B T/ f C ), where force reduces the size of the energy barrier by the amount f · x. A simple slip bond can be modeled as a single compartmental model where the value in the single compartment is the probability P(t) that the bond survives in the bound state. The behavior of this system is predicted by a simple differential equation with one force-dependent rate constant:
. If force remains constant over time, this model has a simple analytic solution for how the probability of bond survival changes over time:
, and the average bond lifetime is 1/k ( f ). Figure 5a shows the time-dependent response, and 
Atomic force microscope (AFM):
an instrument used for force spectroscopy that senses piconewton forces with a nanoscale cantilever tip Optical tweezers: an instrument used for force spectroscopy that uses a laser trap to apply and sense forces on a microparticle Biomembrane force probe (BFP): an instrument used for force spectroscopy that uses a red blood cell membrane and micropipettes to apply and measure forces PPFC: parallel plate flow chambers
Critical force: the force at which catch bonds reach their maximum average lifetime Figure 5b shows the average bond lifetime as a function of force. This behavior has been validated in experiments where force is held constant either using an atomic force microscope (AFM), optical tweezers, or biomembrane force probe (BFP) to apply force to single bonds (1), or using parallel plate flow chambers (PPFC) to apply drag force through an adherent particle to the anchoring bonds.
If, instead, two surfaces are pulled apart at a constant velocity, the force on the anchoring bond increases linearly at loading rate lr until the bond ruptures. The probability of a bond rupturing at a given force in these experiments can be calculated using the differential equation model, but with the force-dependent rate constant changing over time. While constant force experiments result in an exponential distribution of lifetimes, constant loading rate experiments give a peak in rupture forces, as illustrated in Figure 5c . The peak force, F , increases with the log of the loading rate (18, 19) (Figure 5d 
. This behavior has been validated with several experimental methods and receptor-ligand pairs (4, (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . Thus, the rupture force is a time-dependent, nonequilibrium process.
Selectin catch bonds. Catch bonds can be distinguished from slip bonds in both constant force and constant velocity experiments. When single bonds between P-selectin and its ligand PSGL-1 were stretched at constant force, the individual catch bonds showed simple kinetics, with a single rate constant governing dissociation at each level of force applied to the bonds (Figure 6a) (1), just like for slip bonds. However, this dissociation constant decreased with the level of force, so that the average bond lifetime increased with force (Figure 6b ) up to 700 ms at a critical force of 11 pN. Above this force, the trend reversed and the mean lifetime decreased with force just like for slip bonds. Thus, selectin catch bonds have a biphasic response to force with the longest lifetime at an intermediate level of force. Binding via l-selectin showed similar behavior (27) , but with slightly shorter average lifetimes and a higher critical force. P-selectin has also been tested with linearly increasing force and, like slip bonds, showed an increase in rupture force at higher loading rates (Figure 6c) . However, unlike slip bonds, the histograms of rupture forces showed two peaks at individual loading rates (Figure 6c) . At low loading rates, bonds almost exclusively break around a low force peak that is centered at zero force. At intermediate loading rates, some bonds break at low force, whereas others survive to a high force, but few break in the intermediate force range. At high loading rates, most bonds break at the high force peak (16) . Thus, while slip bonds show a continuous transition to higher rupture forces as loading rate increases (Figure 5d ), selectin catch bonds exhibit a jump in the most frequent rupture force (Figure 6d ) (28) . Therefore, selectin catch bonds show a sudden switch to higher rupture force while slip bonds shift continuously to higher rupture forces.
There are a number of mathematical models that can describe the behavior illustrated in Figure  6 and involve one (29, 30) , two (28), or even more bound states (31, 32) . It remains unclear which model more closely describes the biophysical mechanism by which selectins form catch bonds (7) . For illustration, the simplest model is described here (29, 30) . There is one bound state, and the dominant pathway at low force is a catch pathway that is inhibited by force. An alternate pathway is a slip pathway that is accelerated by force so that it dominates at high force. The overall unbinding rate is the sum of the two rate constants, both of which are modeled by Equation 1, but with a negative interaction distance and characteristic force ( f C , x < 0) for the catch pathway. Figure 6e illustrates how this model could reflect allosteric regulation (7, 33, 34) . Any of the models that mathematically describe the behavior of single bonds can be used to predict the behavior of selectins under new force conditions. For example, several models show that the constant force behavior of selectins predicts the two rupture force peaks at constant loading rate and the switch to the higher peak at higher loading rates (28) (29) (30) . Importantly, models describing the response of selectin catch bonds to force have been used to quantitatively predict how bonds will respond in the variable loading that occurs during cellular adhesion (35, 36) .
FimH catch bonds.
The catch bonds formed by bacterial FimH show more complex behavior than do bonds formed by selectins. When parallel plate flow chamber experiments were used to apply tension to FimH-mannose bonds on bacteria (12), the interactions showed two rate constants for dissociation at a single level of force, rather than one (Figure 7a) . While it is impossible to assure that all interactions are due to single bonds, it was demonstrated that the long-lived pauses were not due to large numbers of short-lived bonds, demonstrating that FimH-mannose bonds have two distinct bound states (12) . At low force, most interactions broke at the fast dissociation rate, but higher force increased the fraction breaking at the slow dissociation rate, which increased the average bond lifetime (Figure 7b) . Again, adhesion could be overpowered by high force, which increased even the slow dissociation rates. The presence of two distinct rate constants indicates that FimH bonds have two bound states. Recently, single-molecule AFM experiments have confirmed that FimH forms catch bonds with mannose (37) . When tested at constant force, the single bond lifetime distribution confirmed the behavior recorded in flow chambers (M. Forero & V. Vogel, unpublished observations). Like selectins, when single FimH-mannose bonds were tested at a constant loading rate, the rupture force histograms showed two rupture peaks, with a loading-rate-dependent switch between density in the low-force peak and in the high (Figure 7c,d ).
The simplest model that describes FimH behavior is a two-state model (Figure 7e) . The twostate model assumes that the bond can transition between two bound states as well as unbind, with all rate constants depending exponentially on force according to Equation 1. This two-state model also has an allosteric interpretation (7, 37) in which the longer-lived state has the regulatory region in an extended conformation. This model can explain the double exponential decay in the constant force data (12) and can explain the constant loading rate (37) experiments. The parameters for the fit indicate that most of the bonds form into the more compact state and unbind rapidly. However, a small number transition into the alternative extended and long-lived state, from which they transition back and unbind slowly. The major effect of force is to increase the rate of transition to this long-lived state while reducing the rate of reversion back to the compact state, so that force both induces and stabilizes the long-lived state. This model has also proven effective for predicting the response of FimH to variable force since it predicts that a transient preload can activate FimH bonds (37) . 
Differences and Similarities
The differences in FimH and selectin behaviors likely explain the differences in the adhesive behavior they mediate. Selectin bonds are short-lived (hundreds of milliseconds) even at the optimal force, so they mediate rolling adhesion. Leukocytes apparently detach below the shear threshold because the bonds are so short-lived at low force that a second bond between the cell and surface generally does not have time to form before the first one breaks. In contrast, FimH-mannose bonds last for many tens of seconds at 40-70 pN force (38) in their strong state, explaining why FimH mediates stationary adhesion above 20 dynes cm −2 (5, 12) . Even in their weak state, FimH bonds last for hundreds of milliseconds, explaining why FimH mediates rolling adhesion between 1 and 10 dynes cm −2 (12) . Thus, the two states for FimH bonds explain the two behaviors in stick-and-roll adhesion. However, although catch bonds cause the shear threshold in selectin-mediated adhesion (39) , it remains unclear why E. coli detach below 1 dynes cm −2 . Nevertheless, both FimH and selectins have a biphasic response to force in which they are longest lived at a critical force. For the most effective binding, force should be loaded quickly enough to reach the critical force before the catch bonds detach, but then force should not be increased substantially above the critical force because this will overpower the bonds. Thus, cells adhering through catch bonds would bind most securely if they could modulate the force applied to the bonds to reach the optimal range quickly and then remain in this range.
MICROSCALE CELL MECHANICS REGULATE FORCE ON CATCH BONDS
Microscale cellular geometry and mechanics determine how the drag force of fluid flow is transmitted to the nanoscale adherent bonds. There is currently no experimental method that directly measures how much force bonds experience during cellular adhesion in flow. However, bond forces can be estimated if the mechanical properties of cellular structures are known. Adherent cells experience a drag force due to moving fluid. If the particle radius is r and the wall shear rate is S, then the fluid moves past the particle at an average velocity of v = r S, and the drag force on the adherent cell can be estimated by Goldman's modification to the Stokes' formula, relevant for an object near a surface:
2 S, where μ is the fluid viscosity. If the particle is anchored by a single tether, this drag force F D is balanced by a bond force F B and a normal force F N , as illustrated in Figure 8 . The magnitudes of these forces depend on the length of the bond tether, d, relative to the particle radius, r, as follows:
If the tether length is much longer than the radius, the bond force approaches the drag force and the normal force becomes insignificant. Conversely, if the Force balance on cells adhering in flow via a single tether. If θ = sin −1 (r/(r + d )) is the angle between the bond tether and the surface, then the force transferred to the bond is
, and the normal force at which the surface presses against the bacteria is
www.annualreviews.org • Catch Bonds in Adhesiontether approaches zero, the bond and normal forces both approach infinity. Thus, the length of the tether that connects the cell to the surface is as important as the shear stress in determining the force on the tethering bonds.
Leukocyte Tether Mechanics
Receptors on leukocytes are clustered at the tips of microvilli, which are short protrusions reinforced by actin cytoskeleton. When a receptor binds to a ligand and is subjected to tensile force, the microvillus stretches elastically for a few hundred nanometers at a spring constant of 0.2 pN nm −1 (Figure 9a) (40, 41) . However, the receptor can also detach from the cytoskeleton in what appears to be a stochastic unbinding process in which the peak rupture force increases logarithmically with loading rate: f rup = 17 pN · ln (lr/20 ± 8 s −1 ) (40) . At this time, a long membrane tether is pulled out from the leukocyte (41, 42) as phospholipid molecules flow into the region that is not supported by the cytoskeleton (Figure 9b) . The elongation force in this viscoelastic process reaches a plateau force (Figure 9a) , F plat , that increases weakly with the elongation rate V (43): F plat = 60 pN · (V (in μm/s)) 0.25 . As described above, tether elongation will reduce the force on the receptors. Adhesive dynamics simulations that included microvilli mechanics (36) were used to estimate the duration of time that cells should pause while binding to surfaces with low ligand concentrations. These correctly reproduced the previously published experimental pause times (44) , which decreased much less than expected from single-bond behavior if only the drag force, and not microvilli mechanics, was considered. Thus, tether mechanics solved the discrepancy between single-molecule and whole-cell measurements of bond lifetimes.
Bacterial Mechanics
Bacteria also have structures that elongate under force. Each FimH receptor is expressed on the tip of a micron-long type 1 fimbria on E. coli (45) . As illustrated in Figure 9c , the fimbria extends elastically at ∼1 pN nm −1 until it reaches a plateau force, at which point it continues to extend to approximately sevenfold its native length, or up to ten microns for the longest fimbria (38, 46) . This extension occurs because the fimbria uncoils as each subunit separates from the subunits in the adjacent coil, while the linear chain remains intact due to β-strand swapping (Figure 9d ). The velocity of uncoiling increases exponentially as force surpasses an equilibrium force of 20 (38) to 30 pN (47) , below which the fimbria recoils rapidly. Thus, the plateau uncoiling force, F plat , increases logarithmically with the velocity of extension, V, in the uncoiling regime:
where kT is thermal energy, x u is the interaction distance for uncoiling, L is the length contributed when one subunit uncoils, and k u is the rate of subunit dissociation in the absence of force (38, 47) . The effect of fimbrial uncoiling on bacterial adhesion has not been explored using adhesive dynamics simulations.
Relating nanoscale to microscale mechanics. How do the rupture forces of the selectin and FimH catch bonds compare with the forces of membrane tether and fimbrial elongation? Receptorligand bond rupture and cytoskeletal dissociation are both stochastic events for which the mean rupture force depends on the loading rate. In contrast, membrane tether elongation and fimbrial uncoiling involve many events, making them effectively deterministic. For both, the force depends on elongation velocity. To compare elongation with bond rupture, it is thus necessary to relate loading rates to elongation velocity. This can be done using the effective spring constants of the organelles because they determine how force increases during a constant velocity pull. The velocity dependence of elongation and the loading rate dependence of rupture events can thus be compared on a single scale, as shown in Figure 10 . Over a wide range of loading rates, dissociation of selectins from the leukocyte cytoskeleton and tether elongation both occur at lower forces than does bond rupture. Similarly, E. coli fimbrial uncoiling occurs at a lower force than does FimH bond rupture. Thus, elongation of the organelles protects the terminal bonds from rupture at high force.
The above analysis only considers the high-force rupture peaks, shared by catch and slip bonds alike. However, the unique nature of catch bonds is that they can also break easily at low forces. It is thus of interest that the elongation forces illustrated in Figure 10 are above the low-force rupture peaks and above the critical force for both selectins and FimH. This suggests that the cellular organelles will not undergo the force-buffering elongation process until after force is high enough to enhance catch bond lifetime. That is, microvilli and fimbriae may modulate the bond force to keep it near the critical force (38) . When cells bind to a surface in flowing fluid, force increases in a nonlinear fashion that can only be properly calculated using complex adhesive dynamics simulations. Catch bonds and microvilli mechanics were included in one study with adhesive dynamics simulations that reproduced the shear threshold for leukocyte rolling (35) . However, this study did not publish data that would address this question of how the microvilli modulate force, nor have adhesive dynamics simulations been published for FimH and fimbriae. 
Multiple Catch Bonds
When multiple bonds form between a cell and a surface, this can greatly enhance the lifetime of interactions with the surface because one bond may hold the cell in place long enough for another receptor to rebind. Moreover, multiple bonds can share a force load, which will lengthen the lifetime of slip bonds. However, reducing the force per bond could in theory decrease bond lifetime for catch bonds. Consistent with this, one study demonstrated that dimeric selectin bonds required twice the force necessitated by monomeric selectin bonds to reach their peak lifetime (1). However, many questions remain unanswered regarding the coordination of multiple catch bonds during cellular adhesion. For example, is there a mechanism by which cells distribute the force load between just the right number of bonds to keep each bond near the critical force? This could explain why bond numbers increase with shear (48), stabilizing rolling leukocyte velocities (Figure 2c ).
CONCLUSIONS
Both leukocytes and E. coli bacteria have evolved mechanisms at the nano-and microscale to regulate how shear stress affects adhesion. Both have evolved catch bonds that are activated by tensile force. When FimH (37, 49, 50) or selectin (51) molecules are bound to microspheres, they mediate shear-enhanced adhesion. That is, beads switch from a transient adhesion or detached state to a steady rolling adhesion for selectins and stationary adhesion for FimH. Together, this demonstrates that catch bonds are sufficient for much of the shear-enhanced phenomena of leukocytes and bacteria.
Nevertheless, the microscale architecture of cells contributes to shear-enhanced adhesion. The mechanical properties of the microvilli and the fimbriae appear to be optimal to maintain a force on each catch bond that is near its critical force. However, this concept needs to be further explored with experiments and adhesive dynamics simulations. Interestingly, the first hypotheses offered for shear-enhanced adhesion were that the microscale architecture of cells must increase the rate at which receptors come into contact with ligands. However, shear-enhanced adhesion has not been reproduced with slip bonds even in the presence of microvilli or fimbriae. Thus, although catch bonds are clearly sufficient for shear-enhanced adhesion, it remains to be determined whether they are necessary.
Similar shear-enhanced adhesive phenomena are observed with other cells and receptors, and many of these may also involve both nanoscale bond mechanics and microscale structural mechanics. Platelets binding to von Willebrand factor show a shear threshold (4) . It has been suggested the bond between the platelet glycoprotein Ib and von Willebrand factor may form catch bonds (9, 10) , and von Willebrand factor is present as huge multimers that extend many microns in shear (52) . E. coli also switch to stationary adhesion at high shear when they bind via P-fimbriae (6). The P-fimbriae receptor shows homology to FimH, and the P-fimbrial shafts uncoil in a manner similar to type 1 fimbriae (53) (54) (55) . Shear stress (56) or force (57) somehow enhance integrin-mediated adhesion, and there is structural evidence that integrins should form catch bonds (58) (59) (60) (61) . It is thus of interest that many integrin ligands can elongate, including fibronectin (62, 63) and von Willebrand factor (52) . As a larger variety of eukaryotic cells and bacteria are studied in flow conditions, more shear-enhanced adhesive systems are likely to be discovered. The principles learned from bacteria and leukocytes should aid in the understanding of these other adhesive systems and the role of catch bonds and microscale cellular architecture in them.
The final frontier in the field of catch bonds is to apply our knowledge of catch bonds for medical or technological advantage. Mannosylated proteins, sialyl-Lewis x-expressing proteins, and selectins are common in many bodily compartments, suggesting that catch bonds could be used as nanoadhesives for diverse applications. Indeed, activated selectins and integrins are indicators of inflammation in the endothelium, and their ligands have been used to target drug-carrying particles (65, 66) . Understanding the contribution of catch bonds to the adhesive behavior of these particles may aid in optimization. The ideal adhesive might include nano-and microstructured elements that use design principles from nature to regulate how force is applied to catch bonds. As with other smart adhesives, it should be possible to capitalize on the regulation of catch bonds. For example, catch bonds have been shown to resist soluble inhibitors (14, 15) , making them naturally self-cleaning. Catch bonds have been used to sense shear stress (50) , which could in theory enable drugs to be delivered selectively to certain shear regimes. Catch bonds might also be used in microfluidic devices to anchor and release particles. Finally, robotics benefit from reversible adhesives that can detach to move across a surface or to let go of objects. Catch bonds may be the ultimate in reversible adhesives because they only bind strongly when needed to resist force.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. The mean lifetime of catch bonds increases with force below a critical force and decreases with force above the critical force.
2. When force is increased linearly on catch bonds, they may rupture at low or high force but not in between, and a faster loading rate causes a sudden switch to the high-force ruptures.
3. Selectin catch bonds mediate the shear threshold phenomenon for leukocytes in which cells switch from free-floating or transient adhesion to rolling adhesion as shear increases.
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